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Abstract

A significant body of research in the field of animal assistance in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) therapy indicates that positive human-animal interactions (HAIs), such as playing with therapy dogs or dogs presence while reading Social Stories, improve the social interactions and the level of the behavioral indicators of positive moods (smiling, laughing) in autistic children. In this chapter, we aim to present a series of evidence-based modalities of including animal-assisted activities in standard therapeutic settings but also in the home environment (e.g., interactions with family animals), targeting the socio-emotional development of autistic children and their optimal communication with the family members, including the companion animals. The studies presented here are discussed from the perspective of potential mechanisms, such as oxytocin system, and several attachment-related views. Our studies point toward the valorization of companion animals in the process of development and optimizing the interpersonal communication abilities of ASD children in a positive and engaging manner for both humans and animals.
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1. Introduction

A significant body of research in the field of animal assistance in the therapy of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) indicates that positive human-animal interactions (HAIs), such as playing with therapy dogs or dogs presence while reading Social Stories (SS), have the
potential to improve the social interactions at level of displaying behavioral indicators of positive moods (smiling, laughing) in autistic children [1, 2]. It appears that the direct contact with life forms other than humans, especially companion animals, has a modulatory effect on the psychophysiological parameters associated to social interactions [3, 4]. In this light, oxytocin, which is a hormone produces in the hypothalamus, has been considered an optimal candidate for the investigation of the beneficial psycho-physiological effects of friendly interactions with animals in general population and in ASD children [3]. It is hypothesized that the interaction between the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and the oxytocin system might be the central neurobiological mechanism behind the beneficial psychophysiological effects of the positive HAI, such as stress reduction and facilitation of social extroversion. Physical contact is considered a classical marker of secure attachment and caregiving relationship, and it is often assumed that oxytocin system might be activated in situations that involve direct physical contact, such as play with peers or positive human-animal interactions [3, 5]. Also, the effect of a friendly animal on the perception of the human in its company and on the facilitation of interpersonal interactions is known in the literature as the social catalyst effect [3].

Experts in the area of HAI management indicate a large and growing number of companion animals within EU countries, including Romania, i.e., there are an estimated number of 64 million cats and 60 million dogs in EU countries [6]. While it is well known that companion animals can make crucial contributions to human societies as working animals, a growing scientific body of evidence supports the benefits of animals in human healthcare, especially in the case of socially impaired children (ASD children). Recent statistics indicate a prevalence of autistic children and adolescents in Romania of around 15,000 [7]. Also, there is a growing interest of autism-oriented associations toward the inter-professional educational and therapeutic methods, such as animal-assisted therapy (AAT) and activities. Based on this growing interest of professionals in the field of autism toward the benefits of positive human-animal interactions, in this chapter, we aim to present a series of evidence-based studies that have investigated several modalities of including positive animal-assisted activities in standard therapeutic settings targeting the socio-emotional development of ASD children. The modalities presented here can be easily designed and implemented in the home environment of ASD children (i.e., interactions with other family members and resident companion animals).

2. Social Story in the presence of dogs: an animal-assisted enhanced method

The first study to be described in this chapter combines an already validated method addressing the social skills of ASD children, i.e., Social Story (SS) method [8], with the presence of therapy animals (dogs). The method of designing and incorporation of the dog presence in the Social Story procedure will be presented, as well as the ways of assessing significant outcome variables at behavioral level. Animal-assisted interventions (AAI) have started to be approached by specialists designing therapeutic programs for children with social impairments, such as ASD children, which appear to perceive and comprehend animal communication better than the human communication [9, 10]. It is generally acknowledged that one of the most important deficits that ASD individuals experience across their life span is the impairment in
social abilities [11]. Recently, several authors in the ASD field suggested that the use of all the possible elements of social environment, including companion animals, should be considered when planning therapeutic interventions for ASD children [10]. Our study [1] describes for the first time in the ASD literature the effects and the procedure of implementing the dog presence in the Social Story method [12], under the form of a low-cost and short-term intervention (3 months), with significant results on the social ability development of ASD children.

It is generally acknowledged that humans and animals (especially companion animals) tend to naturally establish connections based on attachment, empathy, and affection [5]. The human-animal bond is considered to be an authentic one if the following criteria are met: (1) it involves a continuous relationship, not a temporary one and (2) it brings reciprocal benefits on humans and animals [5, 13]. There is evidence that ASD individuals appear to better perceive and comprehend animal nonverbal communication than the verbal and nonverbal human communication [10], which might indicate that dogs communicate their intentions on a level that ASD children find easier to understand [9].

When directed toward a specific objective and delivered in a structured and documented manner, animal-assisted activities become components of animal-assisted therapy [5]. According to Delta Society [14], which is one of the most active organizations in the field of therapeutic HAI, animal-assisted therapies (AATs) are goal-directed interventions, which are delivered by a health/human service professional with specialized expertise and within the scope of practice of his/her profession. AATs include animal-assisted activities aiming to improve the physical, social, emotional, and cognitive functioning of several categories of persons [5, 13], and it can be incorporated in a large variety of standard procedures for physiological recovery, attention-related problems, speech-related problems, depression treatments, successful aging programs for institutionalized elderly persons, etc. [15, 16].

In the case of ASD children, specialists agree that social impairment does not necessarily imply a lack of desire or interest of children to socially interact, but rather a lack of necessary social skills to successfully carry out social interactions [11]. In this direction, several types of interventions are focusing on improving the social skills of ASD children, and among them, Social Story [8] is one of the most popular methods used in special education in general and in the treatment of autism, in particular. Social Story (SS) method aims at providing ASD individuals with the social information and procedural knowledge they lack and thus helping them develop appropriate behaviors in social interactions and interpersonal relationships [8, 17]. It is assumed that SS provides a learning environment that might help the children to better understand and internalize appropriate social behavioral elements [18]. Over the last decade, several authors have evaluated and validated the effectiveness of the SS method in decreasing the frequency and the intensity of several problematic behaviors, such as aggression, screaming, grabbing toys, and crying [17], and in increasing the frequency and intensity of desirable behaviors, such as greeting and sharing things, playful behavior, etc. [11]. In many of these studies, SS has been used either as a sole intervention [11] or combined with other interventions, such as verbal and pictorial prompts, reinforcement of appropriate responses, robot-assisted programs [19], and various priming strategies [20].
In line with the trend depicted in the ASD literature of developing enhanced therapy plans, we performed an exploratory investigation entitled Interaction with a therapy dog enhances the effects of Social Story method in autistic children [1], aiming to combine the Social Story method [12] with naturally occurring elements that are supposed to be socially relevant to autistic individuals, such as therapy dogs. The main hypothesis was that a social environment heterospecifically enriched by the presence of a therapy dog while reading a Social Story might improve the effectiveness of the method at level of increasing the social abilities of ASD children. Two social skills were targeted: (1) the ability to greet a social partner and (2) the ability to introduce oneself to a social partner, following a standard single-subject research design. This exploratory investigation took place at a Romanian therapy center for ASD children (Transylvania Autism Association). Each participant had one 15-min intervention session per day (i.e., Social Story or Social Story plus dog presence), twice per week, for a period of three month (March–June 2012). An individualized Social Story was designed for each participant by the child’s therapist together with the experimenter, by using Gray’s construction guidelines [12]. A Labrador retriever dog, Arwan (male, 2 years), and his handler were involved in the study (the team was certified in AAT). Prior to the study, the AAT team had several visits to the Autism Day Center.

The dependent variables were the following: (1) frequency of appropriate social interactions relevant to the target social skill, (2) level of prompt needed to provide the expected social response, and (3) frequency of initiations of the social interactions relevant to the target social skill. Hypotheses were constructed for each of the variable, assuming that, compared to the sessions in which the Social Story was solely administrated, the enhanced version of the SS (SS plus dog presence) will be associated with a higher frequency of the appropriate social interactions, a lower level of prompt provided by the therapist (Note: A total level of prompt was considered here, comprising the sum of verbal prompt, gestural prompt, and the combination of the two; the lack of prompt was also recorded; for a detailed description of the coding system of the prompt, see Ref. [1].) and a higher level of initiations of appropriate social interactions. The following events were considered as appropriate social interactions: (a) any verbal, physical, or gestural appropriate response to the presence of a social partner; (b) any comment or a relevant question addressed to a social partner; (c) any appropriate response to questions or comments of a social partner; and (d) any direct eye contact or at least a look toward a social partner [11].

The exploratory study included three single case experiments, each one consisting of a succession of three phases (phases A, B and C). In the phase A (i.e. the baseline phase), each child was observed for 15 minutes of social interactions that required the usage of a specific social skill, which was aimed to be improved by the phase B (i.e. the Social Story method) or by the phase C (i.e. SS plus dog presence). For each participant, the Social Story was introduced prior the observation period. After six sessions, the intervention was withdrawn to the baseline condition. All the sessions were video-recorded and analyzed frame by frame for the extraction of behavioral data.

The analysis of the frequency of the appropriate social interactions relevant to the target social skills revealed that, for the first participant, the frequency did significantly improve from a mean
value of 0.33 (SD = 0.51) in the baseline to a value of 5.16 (SD = 0.75) in the first phase of the SS plus dog presence intervention ($U = 0.00, p < 0.05$). The withdrawal of the SS plus dog presence intervention was associated with a decrease in the frequency to a mean value of 3.33 (SD = 0.51), followed by a nonsignificant increase when the SS intervention was introduced in the phase C. The size effect when comparing the two interventions had a high value (Cohen’s $d = 0.83$, $p < 0.05$). For the other two participants, no significant increase in the frequency of the appropriate social interactions neither after the introduction of the SS intervention nor after the introduction of the SS plus dog presence intervention was registered.

The results on the level of prompt needed to provide the expected social response indicated that, for the first participant, as soon as the SS plus dog presence intervention was introduced, there was a significant decrease in the total level of prompt, from a mean value of 5.00 (SD = 0.00) to a value of 0.66 (SD = 0.81) after the first intervention (phase C; $U = 0.00, p < 0.02$). When the SS plus dog presence intervention was withdrawn, the level of prompt did increase (mean value = 2.50, SD = 0.51), yet it remained lower than the baseline values (Cohen’s $d = 0.47; p < 0.05$). For the second participant, the data showed a decreasing trend during the initial baseline, but not significant. When the SS intervention was introduced (phase B), the decrease in the level of prompt was observed (mean value = 1.50, SD = 0.83). At the subsequent withdrawal of the SS intervention, the value of the level of prompt did not change, indicating no treatment reversal. When SS plus dog presence was introduced in phase C, the level of prompt decreased to a mean value of 0.66 (SD = 0.51), but with no significance. For the third participant, the SS plus dog presence intervention was associated with a significant decrease in the level of prompt. The value of the prompt level continued to significantly decrease throughout the SS plus dog presence intervention, compared to the baseline phase ($U$ Mann-Whitney = 4.5, $p < 0.05$).

The results on the frequency of the initiations of social interactions indicate that, for all the three participants, no initiations were registered in the baseline phase. In the case of the first participant, the SS plus dog presence intervention was associated with a significant increase in the frequency of the initiations (mean = 2.33, SD = 0.11; $U$ Mann-Whitney = 0.00, $p < 0.05$). After the introduction of the SS intervention, a small but nonsignificant increase in the frequency of the social initiations was observed compared to the baseline level. For the second participant, there was no significant difference in the level of the social initiations between the baseline and the SS intervention (phase B). The introduction of the SS plus dog presence intervention was a marked by an increase in the frequency (mean value for phase A = 0.16, SD = 0.40; mean value for phase B = 0.16, SD = 0.40; mean value for phase C = 2.0, SD = 0.89). In the case of the third participant, SS intervention was associated with a slight, but not significant increase in the frequency of social initiations, whereas the introduction of the SS plus dog presence intervention was associated with a sudden and significant increase in the frequency (mean = 2.33, SD = 0.81). The frequency of the social initiations was significantly higher in the Social Story plus dog presence intervention than the second baseline phase ($U$ Mann-Whitney = 1.5, $p < 0.05$). The comparison of the SS and SS plus dog presence interventions indicated a high-effect size for all the three participants (Cohen’s $d = 0.83$ for the first participant, $d = 0.92$ for the second one, and $d = 0.79$ for the third participant, $p < 0.05$).
In conclusions, the findings of this exploratory investigation of the effects of the combined methods SS plus dog presence indicate that the presence of the therapy dog was associated with a statistically significant increase in the frequency of the social initiations for all the participants and a significant decrease in the level of prompt needed to perform the specific social tasks in two of the participants in the study. The frequency of the appropriate social interactions appeared to significantly increase in the dog presence only in one out of the three participants in the study. It is important to mention that, in this study, the aim was to explore the minimal elements (i.e., the presence of the animal) needed for inclusion of a trained dog in the therapeutic context, without any other exercises, such as active playing on specific commands. In summary, our findings suggest that the presence of a dog while reading a SS is a low-cost method that can bring significant improvements to the Social Story therapy method, by increasing the frequency of social initiations and by decreasing the level of prompt that ASD children usually need from their therapists to perform appropriate social interactions. The findings presented here come in line with the results of previous studies on the effectiveness of animal-assisted therapy in enhancing the social motivation and communication of autistic children [21, 22].

3. Active participation of dogs in therapy of ASD children: dog-assisted functional play

The next study refers to the investigation of the effects of active participation of therapy dogs in the functional play of autistic children, targeting the development of their imitation skills, task performance, and communication with others. ASD children are often characterized by deficits in social abilities, narrowed or lack of motivation for different activities, and the presence of repetitive behavioral patterns [23]. Also, compared to their typically developed peers, ASD children are often described as having limited playing abilities, and when engaged in leisure activities, they often tend to rely on the help of others [24].

Playing behavior is often considered in the literature as providing opportunities to practice already acquired abilities or to acquire new ones in a safe and encouraging environment [25]. Functional play (which is related to the cognitive development) is defined as the specific use of an object or conventional association of several objects in the context of everyday life activities in the direction of developing functional individual autonomy [26]. In ASD children, the deficits in the capacity to pretend are related to a series of difficulties in the following abilities: (1) realize the need for reciprocity, (2) recognize different interpretations of actions, and (3) use imagination [24]. Another deficit of the ASD children, often placed within the category of theory of mind that might impair their ability to play and to properly interact within the play context, is their impaired ability to recognize that other persons make different interpretations of the events, according to their own knowledge and experiences [27, 28].

Play is considered to offer an optimal context to learn about social aspects, such as trust, negotiation, and compromises, as well as to explore the environment and to perceive its physical and social safety [29, 30]. During the symbolic play, typically developed children tend
to explore social roles and rules in order to build a common understanding language with their play partner [30]. Because ASD children are generally known to have a low motivation level to share experiences, their imagination capabilities and the symbolic communication do not always appear to be reflected in their playing activities [24]. Hence, compared to the playing behavior of typically developed children, the play of ASD children is short in duration, and it has fewer functional and symbolic play sequences [27]. Also, the ASD children show lower levels of appropriate use of objects [31], less variety in play, and fewer functional and age-appropriate activities [32], as well as the tendency to use repetitive and precise verbal and/or gesture elements, which are rarely spontaneous [33, 34]. Although they may engage in symbolic play, ASD children often appear not to realize the need to motivate their social partners to play with them, and even in the case of verbally functional ASD children, they tend to display a passive participation in the play [34]. The term motivation refers here to the child's observable behavioral reactions to external stimuli, so that increased motivation is reflected by an increased responsiveness to social and environmental stimuli, as well as by a short latency of response to elements of the social interaction repertoire, such as instructions and questions [35].

The passive participation in play of ASD children, along with their low level of motivation to get involved in the social interactions that are normally expected to take place during play [35], is often interpreted as indifference to ambient stimuli [36]. Compared to typically developed children, ASD children appear to assess social stimuli in an atypical manner and tend to pay more attention to objects than to people [37]. Also, common indicators of joint attention, such as eye contact with other humans during social interactions, as well as spontaneous initiations of activities, are less frequent or less visible in the case of ASD children [38]. These deficits are being associated in the literature with a low level of general social motivation, i.e., the social motivation model, which can be observed from early childhood, and it might have consequences on the development of other aspects of their social life later on [39–41].

In order to develop social skills that are typical for a certain chronological age, especially in relation to the play behavior, which represents one of the most positive and basic ways of social interactions in humans and it has a significant moderating value of the family cohesion and of the individual quality of life, early therapeutic interventions are seriously considered in the case of ASD children. There is a consensus in the literature regarding the importance and benefits of early therapeutic interventions targeting the development and improvement of social skills in autistic children, including their playing abilities [42]. In this regard, literature analysis reveals a wide variety of therapeutic approaches, such as applied behavior analysis (ABA), peer-mediated intervention [43], robot-assisted therapy [19], video modeling, and Social Stories [12]. These methods can be efficient by themselves, or they can be administered in an enhanced form of combinations of elements and procedures. For example, the efficiency of Social Story method (originally developed by Gray [12]) can be enhanced at level of efficiency by the assistance of the therapist by a social robot who tells the Social Story while automatically expressing emotions [19] or by the presence of a therapy dog while reading the Social Story and asking the ASD children several comprehensive questions [1].
Literature in the field of ASD treatment supports more and more the positive effects of including therapy dogs in the therapeutic plans of ASD children aiming to improve their socio-emotional skills, especially because the interaction with animals is usually constructed on the species-specific playful and exploratory behavioral tendencies of the dogs, as well as on their evolved abilities to understand human emotions, which are expressed at verbal and nonverbal levels [44, 45]. In a play context (ball game, playing with a stuffed animal, and playing with a real dog), ASD children manifested an increased frequency of social initiations with the therapist in the condition of playing with the dog [46]. In another study that incorporated playing activities with dogs in a 15-week program of standard occupational therapy [47], data indicated a higher frequency of social initiations in the case of ASD children in the experimental group than those from the control group (occupational therapy). However, most of the studies cited above do not refer to the possibility of including the positive interactions with companion and/or therapy animals in the functional plays which children tend to naturally display during childhood and which are commonly incorporated in the educational curricula of children with special needs in the direction of improving their functional autonomy in everyday life situations.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the efficiency of actively including a therapy dog in the functional play of ASD children, by using a randomized clinical trial type of design. Based on the positive results regarding the efficiency of dog presence in Social Story method [1], the functional play of bathing a doll was incorporated in a SS scenario, in which the instructions and questions were specially adapted to the context of bathing (the SS was identical for the experimental and control groups). The bathing theme, which is an important component of nurturing behavior and human quality of life, was chosen based on autonomy-related needs identified by the therapists of the ASD children. Functional play consisted in “bathing the doll” game, in which the object of bathing was a medium-size doll and a real dog (experimental group), respectively, a doll, and a toy dog, similar in size to the real dog (control group).

The hypotheses were the following: (1) the play-related task performance of ASD children in the experimental group (functional play with a real dog) will be higher than the task play-related performance of ASD children in the control group (functional play with a toy dog). The play-related task performance was assessed by the frequency of imitations of the therapist’s movements and the frequency of physical and verbal answers to the instructions and questions included in the adapted SS scenario; (2) the level of motivation to participate in the play of the children from the experimental group will be higher than the children from the control group (response latency to instructions and questions and frequency of the joint attention events).

The study included 20 children from the Day Center of Transylvania Autism Association (Romania). Participation of each child was based on informal consent signed by the parents. The study was conducted by two master students, under the supervision of the author, in collaboration with the psychologist of the Day Center. The ASD children (age between 3 and 9 years) had no allergies to animals or history of aggression with dogs. The playing session took place in the occupational therapy room of the Day Center, which was a carpeted room with a surface of 12 m². The therapy dog (Loki) was a male cocker spaniel, 8 years old, certified...
for animal-assisted therapy. The handler, who was also a psychologist, participated in all the play sessions. Loki was specially included in this study due to his high level of willingness to positively interact with children (playing with toys, retrieving the ball, playing football, etc.).

The experimental procedure consisted in eight functional play sessions for each ASD child (two sessions/week) and three follow-up sessions (two months after the post-intervention phase), with the length duration of 15 min (in average)/session, with slight variations depending on the behavioral particularities of each child. The first two sessions allowed us to establish a basal level for each of the dependent variables and to distribute the children in a randomized manner in the experimental (N = 10) and control (N = 10) groups. The children from the control group were then individually administered the functional bathing game (bathing the doll and a toy dog) and a Social Story adapted to the bathing situation, several comprehensive questions on the utility and components of bathing, while the experimental group was administered the functional game (bathing the doll) and bathing-related activities with a real dog. The social scenario was similar for both groups of ASD children.

The structure of the functional play consisted in a set of specific items, such as a toy bath tube, a comb, a brush, a towel, and a toy bottle of shampoo, which were introduced to the child alongside a protocol of 28 steps, embedded in a bathing-related Social Story. The protocol included 10 instructions (e.g., open the shampoo bottle; let’s brush the hair of the doll; let’s brush the fur of the dog), five contextual questions (e.g., what do you need to wash the hair of the doll? How do you brush your hair?), and four imitation tasks (e.g., look, can you do like I do?). For each task, the child was expected to offer a verbal and/or physical response in a maximum of 5 s; After 5 s, in the absence of an answer, the therapist was allowed to prompt the child toward the optimal answer (i.e., prompt was offered either verbal, gestural, or in a combined version). The dependent variables related to the efficiency of the functional play in the two conditions (functional play with a toy dog and functional play with a real dog) were play task performance and motivation to participate in the play.

Play task performance was assessed by (1) the frequency of physical answers to the instructions, (2) frequency of imitations of the therapist’s movements (after the instruction to imitate was given), and (3) frequency of verbal answers to the questions included in the protocol. Frequency of physical answers to the instructions refers to the numbers/sessions of the proper physical responses of the ASD children to the instructions given by the therapists, in accordance to the intervention protocol. Imitation refers here to the voluntary copying of the therapist’s movement by the child, following the therapist’s instruction, regardless of the level of familiarity with the movement [48]. In the case of children with motor disabilities, successful imitation is also counted for the partial copying of the movement, not only for the complete copying. Frequency of verbal answers to the questions refers to the numbers/sessions of the proper verbal responses of the ASD children to the instructions given by the therapists, in accordance to the intervention protocol. A latency period of 5 s was assigned for the answer to appear. After 5 s, the therapist was allowed to offer a prompt to the child in the direction of the proper answer.

Motivation to participate in the functional play was assessed by (1) response latency to verbal questions (latency lower or equal to 5 s, i.e., verbal answers without any prompt from the
therapist) and (2) the frequency of joint attention events. Motivation to participate in the play refers to the child’s enthusiasm and tendency to direct his/her playing-related interests to others, in order to develop the social interaction context needed for the play to take place [49].

*Response latency* was assessed by the time in seconds of the verbal and/or physical response of the child from the moment the therapist was giving a verbal instruction, a question, or an imitation task. After 5 s of waiting for an answer to occur, a prompt was offered by the therapist in the direction of the proper answer. The frequency of responses with latency lower than 5 s was counted for each session. *Joint attention* was measured by the frequency of voluntary eye contact of the child with the therapist during each play session. All the play sessions were recorded based on the informal consent signed by the parents. The first two play sessions were considered the pre-intervention phase, followed by six sessions. Among these six sessions, the last two were considered the post-intervention phase. After 2 months, another two sessions were conducted, which are considered the follow-up phase. Statistical analysis was conducted in order to reveal the differences between the control and the experimental groups on each of the dependent variables.

### 3.1. Effects of playing with real dog on the play task performance

The results on the *frequency of physical answers to the instructions* indicated that the two groups of ASD children started from similar frequencies of physical answers of children to the instructions of the therapist (Mann-Whitney test, \(U = 43, Z = -0.53, p = 0.56\)), while in the post-intervention phase, a significant difference between groups was recorded (\(U = 14, Z = -2.78, p < 0.05\), in the favor of the experimental group. The effect of the interactions with the real dog was statistically significant (Cohen’s \(d = 1.44\)). In the follow-up phase, the difference between groups was also significant (\(U = 7.5, Z = -2.82, p < 0.05\), Cohen's \(d = 1.73\)). For the experimental group, we recorded a statistical difference between pre- and post-intervention phases at level of the frequency of physical answers to the instructions (\(\chi^2 = 13.24, p < 0.05\)), while no statistical difference was recorded for the control group between the phases. For the experimental group, the effect of the interaction with the real dog on the physical answers to the instructions was preserved from the post-intervention phase to the follow-up phase (\(Z = -0.37, p = 0.7\)).

The analysis of *frequency of imitations* in the pre-intervention phases indicated that the two groups started from similar levels of frequency (\(U = 43.50, Z = -0.51, p = 0.6\)), while in the post-intervention phase, the experimental group manifested a significantly higher frequency of imitations than the control group (\(U = 1, Z = -2.75, p < 0.05\), Cohen’s \(d = 1.41\)). In the follow-up, the difference between groups remained in the same direction and significant (\(U = 6.5, Z = -3.09, p < 0.05\), Cohen’s \(d = 1.58\)). While no significant evolution was recorded for the control group, the post hoc analysis for the experimental group revealed a significant improvement at level of frequency of imitations from pre-intervention to post-intervention (\(Z = -2.04, p < 0.05\) but without statistical significance from post-intervention to the follow-up phase (\(Z = -0.99, p = 0.31\)).

Data collected on the *frequency of verbal answers to questions* in the pre-intervention phase indicated no differences between the two groups (\(U = 39.50, Z = -0.81, p = 0.639\)). Also, in the post-intervention phase, no significant difference between groups was registered (\(U = 25.50,\))
Z = −1.38, p = 0.166), as well as in the follow-up phase (U = 22, Z = −1.38, p = 0.168). No statistical differences were registered for the two groups from the pre- to post-interventions and for the post-intervention to the follow-up phase.

3.2. Effects of playing with real dog on the motivation of ASD children to participate in the play

The analysis of the response latency to verbal questions revealed that the two groups started from similar levels of response latency to verbal questions in the pre-intervention phase (Mann-Whitney test, U = 46, Z = −0.3, p = 0.57), while in the post-intervention phase, a significant difference between groups was recorded, with the experimental group having lower values of the response latency to verbal questions (U = 10.5, Z = −2.98, p = 0.003, Cohen's d = 1.78). The difference between groups in the post-intervention phase was also statistically significant (U = 2, Z = −3.28, p < 0.05, Cohen's d = 2.61). Statistically significant differences were registered for the experimental group of ASD children between the pre- to post-intervention phases (χ² = 12.40, p < 0.05) and between the post-intervention phase and the follow-up. No significant differences were registered for the control group between the phases.

The two groups (control and experimental) started from similar levels of frequency of joint attention episodes (eye contacts with the therapist in the context of the functional play) in the pre-intervention phase (U = 34, Z = −0.93, p = 0.34). Significant differences were registered in post-intervention (U = 23, Z = −2.06, p < 0.05), indicating that the ASD children from the experimental group had a higher frequency of joint attention episode than those from the control group (Cohen's d = 0.87). While for the control group there were no significant differences between phases, for the experimental group, there was a significant difference between the post-intervention and the follow-up (Z = −2.53, p = 0.01), but not between the pre- and post-interventions.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the efficiency of actively including a therapy dog in the functional play of ASD children, by using a randomized clinical trial type of design. The theme of bathing process, which is an important component of nurturing behavior and human quality of life, was chosen based on autonomy-related needs identified by the therapists of the ASD children. Functional play consisted in “bathing the doll” game, in which the object of bathing was a medium-size doll and a real dog (experimental group), respectively, a doll, and a toy dog, similar in size to the real dog (control group). Our results indicated a significant positive effect of playing with the therapy dogs (comparisons between the experimental and control groups) at level of the following variables: frequency of physical answers to the instructions offered by the therapist in the context of the adapted social scenario to the bathing game, frequency of imitations (playing with the real dog was associated with a higher frequency of imitations than the condition of playing with a toy dog), response latency to the verbal instructions (ASD children from the experimental group, even though did not differ significantly in the frequency of verbal responses from the control group, had a shorter latency to respond to the verbal instructions), and frequency of joint attention episodes (ASD children that played with a real dog had significantly higher frequency of joint attention episodes in the post-intervention phase than the children in the control group). To summarize, the active
interaction with the real dog in the context of functional play was associated with a significant improvement of the indicators of motivation of ASD children to participate in the play and to maintain the social interactions with the therapist during this activity. Because the active interaction with the dog involved direct contact with the animal, we can conclude that our data support the hypothesis of social catalyst effect of positive human-animal interactions [3].

Besides the quantitative data presented above, several qualitative data provided by the parents of ASD children indicated that some of the children expressed willingness to participate to the therapy sessions where the real dog was present and, in one case of a child with motor disability, his ability to stand up (gross motor skills) has improved due to his motivation to move closer to the dog during the interactions. Some of the ASD children were also reported to show a higher interest toward their family pets (dogs and cats), and they were more willing to participate in games and other activities involving the animal and their siblings or other family members, such as fetching the ball games or brushing and feeding the dogs. To summarize, functional play for ASD children can be significantly enhanced in terms of efficacy by the active inclusion of therapy animals (in therapy or educational settings) or of resident companion.

While in this study, the interaction with the dog took place indoor (the occupational therapy room) and it was included in the specific steps of the adapted Social Story scenario, in the next study, we aimed to investigate the association of active playing with behavioral indicators of positive moods in ASD children of two types of outdoor positive human-animal interactions, such as (1) active playing with dogs in a structured manner (i.e., agility type of exercises, in an organized spatial environment) or (2) in a free style (playing fetch the ball, football, running around, and walking the dog). Also, in this study, we aimed to investigate not only the behavioral indicators of positive affects in humans but also in dogs, by using methods from ethology (the scientific study of animal behavior), such as focal animal sampling and sequential analysis.

4. Agility exercises for ASD children and their families: free-style play or structured activities?

While most of the families with children, including children with special needs, tend to adopt companion animals, not all of them are aware of the importance of spending quality time with their pets in activities involving direct contact (play, agility), which is an important prerequisite of the benefits of social catalyst effect of animals in human life to occur [50]. Positive interactions between humans and dogs, such as play, petting, talking to the dog [51], or even prolonged eye contact [52], are known to be associated with health benefits for both species. It is generally acknowledged that animal assistance can provide opportunities for motivational, educational, recreational, and/or therapeutic benefits to enhance the quality of life of humans, especially in the socio-emotional skills’ development of children with autism.

There are studies indicating that in the case of ASD children, “there is low baseline cardiac parasympathetic activity with evidence of elevated sympathetic tone” [53, 54], which might
predispose them to express high levels of stress and anxiety. However, there is a growing scientific evidence of the positive outcomes of interactions with animals in many dimensions of the social life of ASD children, such as increase in frequency of imitations during functional play; increase in initiations of social interactions; decrease in the number, duration, and intensity of stereotypic behaviors [1, 55]; as well as decreased social anxiety [21]. Hence, a possible explanation of the positive effects of human-animal interactions in the case of autistic children is that the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) becomes activated through the positive interactions with the animals, which are known to be more tolerated by ASD children (as a presence and as object of active interactions) than human individuals [54]. Although dogs are known for their evolved abilities for understanding human facial and vocal emotions [44, 45], they may encounter difficulties when interacting with human individuals with deficits at level of expressing emotions, such as ASD children. Such difficulties might be associated with signs of stress in animals that might impair not only the efficiency of the therapy interventions but also the well-being of the therapy animals and their motivation to further participate in assistance activities.

The aspect of well-being of dogs involved in animal-assisted interventions has become of great concern for specialists designing this type of interventions, which are more and more aware that interactions with sentient beings involve responsibilities for their biological needs [56]. In this regard, assessment techniques (behavioral, physiological, or combinations) to assess the well-being of therapy animals are highly recommended. Several authors investigating the stress indicators concluded that working long hours with no breaks was associated with high level of cortisol (stress hormone) in therapy dogs [57, 58]. Familiarity with the therapy environment was associated with a decrease in the cortisol level in therapy dogs [58].

In the present study, we aimed to investigate the effect at level behavioral indicators of positive affects in ASD children and dogs of two types of outdoor activities with dogs, which can be easily organized in the open spaces of any institution or in the home courtyards. The first type of activity was a structured one, inspired from the agility sport, in which a handler directs a dog through an obstacle course, without touching or leading the dog in a leash. In the case of autistic children, the structure activity was adapted to their special needs, so that a double leash was provided, one for the handler and one for the child. Hence, the structured activities are placed within the category of para-agility (i.e., the dog is directed not only by the handler but also by a person with special needs). The structured activities were implemented in collaboration with a local dog training school (Cluj-Napoca, Romania), within a research grant on the improvement of socio-emotional abilities of ASD children. The second type of activity consisted in free-style interactions, such as walking the dog (by using a double leash) and playing fetch the ball and football with the dog, in an ad hoc succession of playing and walking. During playing, the leash of the dog was removed by the handler, who was present during the whole session. The two types of activities were compared in terms of frequency of behavioral indicators of positive affects (e.g., smile and laughing for the child, tail wagging and petting acceptance for the dog).

Having in mind that interactions with animals offer continuous possibilities for positive design and behavioral engineering of healthy human and animal life experiences, this is an explora-
tory investigation of two types of dog-children outdoor interactions, aiming to identify the optimal associations of activity sequences and behavioral indicators of positive affects in human and animals in order to offer further guidelines for constructing optimal human-animal interactions in both institutional (therapy and educational) settings and in home environment.

Eleven children diagnosed with autism (ages between 4 and 12 years, enrolled at the Day Center of Transylvania Autism Association (Cluj-Napoca, Romania) participated in the program, based on informal consent signed by their parents. Prescreening for their inclusion in the animal-assisted activities indicated no allergies and no history of aggression with animals. All the families of the children had animals at home (dogs and/or cats). Each child was able to communicate using verbalization and each of them was able to walk. The program took place outdoor, in the courtyard of the Day Center, from April to July 2015. Six certified therapy dogs of different breeds (three Australian shepherd, one male and two females; one female beagle; one male cocker Spaniel; and one male former stray dog) together with their handlers participated in the program. All the dogs belonged to the Pet Joy Dog Training School (Cluj-Napoca, Romania). The handlers were certified in AAT, with previous experience on working with ASD children.

Before the beginning of the program, two visits of the dogs were organized at the Center, so the children had the chance to familiarize with the presence of the animal-assisted therapy teams. Each session had duration of 20 min, with slight variations. In the structured interaction sessions (SIS), after a demonstration offered by the handler and the dog, the dog was individually led by the children through an agility arena, consisting of a line of five obstacles and a play tunnel (3 m length). The handler was always present next to the child, as well as the therapist (the last one intervenes only when the child did not understand the guidance offered by the handler or when the child specifically asked for help). The structured sessions were designed in a way that encouraged positive human-animal interactions, so that the children were instructed to verbally praise the dog after each segment of the agility course and to offer small items of food reward (after a short previous training on how to properly offer dry food to the dogs). Also, depending on their time availability, parents were invited to assist the sessions and qualitative feedback was collected from them (perception of the utility of exercises, perception of signs of joy and motivation to play expressed by their children compared to other activities, etc.). In the unstructured interaction sessions (UIS), the dog and child were allowed to walk and play freely (fetch the ball, football, or other types of play-related activities), being closely supervised by the handler and the therapist from the Day Center. Dog walking was done with the help of a double leash system, which was gradually removed, and only one leash remained attached to the dog’s collar. The succession of SS and SS was randomly established for each child, but they were always delivered within the same time interval of 2 h/day.

The behavioral indicators of the positive affects in children and of the lack of distress in dogs were selected from previous studies found in the literature, in which significant associations were found between several behavioral elements and physiological markers of stress, such as gazing into dog’s eyes was associated with the activation of parasympathetic nervous system [52]; petting and playing with the dog were associated with oxytocin release and decrease in
The behavioral indicators (activity, gestures, and postures) of positive affects in children toward the dogs were coded as it follows [54]: petting the dog, reaching for the dog, touching the dog, playing with the dog (usually the play involved activities such as throwing the ball by hand or hitting the ball by foot, in order for the dog to fetch it or to push the ball with the nose), gazing into the dog’s eyes, smiling while interacting with the dog, and laughing while interacting with the dog. The behavioral indicators of positive affects of dogs toward children were considered the following: playing with the child, gazing into the child’s eyes, acceptance of being touched, acceptance of being petted, and tail wagging while interacting with the child.

Each session was video-recorded, based on the informal consent signed by the parents of the ASD children [54]. The recorded materials were analyzed frame by frame using continuous sampling and focal individual observations. Among the recorded sessions, those that allowed the extraction of data (high-quality records) were 28 structured interaction sessions (SIS) and 13 unstructured interaction sessions (UIS) for the extraction of behavioral indicators of children toward the dogs and 27 SS and 7 US for the extraction of behavioral indicators of the positive affects of dogs toward children. For each session, the behavioral indicators were registered as sequences (one sequence followed by another), and chains of sequences were generated for each session. Transition matrices between behavioral sequences were generated for each session, allowing for the calculation of relative frequencies of occurrence of each behavioral indicator per time unit, i.e., 60 s. The relative frequencies of behavioral indicators of positive affects in children and dogs were then compared between structured and unstructured sessions.

The analysis of the results is presented in summary (for details on the results, see [54]). Even though the one-way ANOVA analysis revealed no statistically significant differences between the behavioral indicators of positive affects of dogs toward children (SIS, N = 22 = 22, m = 1.42, SD = 0.41), in the unstructured sessions (walking, playing fetch and football), dogs expressed more behavioral indicators of positive affects toward children (UIS, N = 7, m = 1.66, SD = 0.42) than in the structured sessions (SIS, N = 28 = 22, m = 1.42, SD = 0.41). Data on the behavioral indicators of positive affects of children toward dogs, although with no statistical significance (one-way ANOVA, \( F = 0.60, p = 0.44 \)), indicated that the mean value in the structured sessions (SS, N = 28, m = 1.78, SD = 0.45) was higher than in the unstructured ones (UIS, N = 13, m = 1.66, SD = 0.72).

Our findings indicated that the structured human-animal positive interactions (para-agility exercises) were associated with higher mean values of the behavioral indicators of positive affects displayed by the ASD children toward the dog, whereas the free play style (unstructured interactions) was associated with a higher mean value of the positive behaviors displayed by dogs toward the children. It is important to mention that para-agility exercises involved more guidance from the handler compared to the free-style interactions with the dogs. The guidance from the handler might have functioned as gestural and verbal prompts for the children, who, as a consequence, might tended to pay more attention to the handlers than to the dogs. This aspect might be considered of important educational and therapeutic value in
terms of mediating the development of interpersonal interactions (child handler) in a playful environment, in which the main action agent is the animal.

Another important aspect revealed by our data in terms of considering it for designing future positive ASD children-animal interactions is that each type of session had specific predominant behavioral indicators of the positive affects [54]. For example, in the structured sessions (SS), the predominant behavior of children toward the dog was petting the dog (i.e., direct contact with the dog), while in the unstructured sessions, the predominant one was playing with the dog by using the toys provided. Hence, in the case of ASD children, we can conclude that a structured environment of HAI is associated with higher opportunities of direct contact with the animals. As pointed out in the literature, the direct contact with animals is an important prerequisite for psychophysiological positive effects of animal assistance to occur, i.e., release of oxytocin and decrease in stress hormones. Also, in the case of structured sessions, the dogs accepted more petting behavior from ASD children than in the case of unstructured sessions, in which they responded to the play invitations and/or initiated the play, but they received a lower level of petting and touching. Also, in the unstructured sessions, dogs had more eye contacts with the handlers than with the children, as they were looking for a security base during the interactions.

Further studies are necessary to assess the physiological indicators of positive affects in children and animals in order to compare the similarities and differences in terms of facilitating the positive affects in children and animals. This preliminary study [54] indicates that both types of interactions (structured and unstructured activities) were associated with behavioral indicators of positive affects of humans toward animals (smiling, laughing, petting) and of animals toward humans (acceptance of petting, initiations of play, eye contact). Even though the sample size was a small one, the results of this investigation indicated that one should consider a combination of both types of exercises when designing outdoor animal-assisted activities for ASD children in institutions or at home, in the direction of creating the chance for healthy experiences to occur for both humans and animals. Agility routes can be easily set up in any type of environment, by using low-cost elements to build up mazes and/or simple barriers to be crossed by dogs. Besides the therapeutic value that animal assistance is known to have upon the socio-emotional development of ASD children, the animal-assisted structured activities such as para-agility have the potential to increase the motivation of ASD children for physical activity.

In line with the existing literature, the studies presented in this chapter indicate positive results of the incorporation of animal assistance in standard therapeutic methods for ASD children and also in play-type interactions, which can be easily organized at institutional level or at home, together with their family members, including the resident companion animals. Recent surveys indicate that dogs are the most common pets in Romania [60] and that they are affordable companion animals to families with children with special needs, such as autistic children. In this light, the findings of the studies presented in this chapter represent valuable guidelines of designing low-cost and efficient animal-assisted interactions, taking into considerations the well-being of both humans and animals. Our studies point toward the valorization of companion animals in the process of developing and optimizing the interper-
sonal communication abilities of ASD children in a positive and engaging manner for both humans and animals. Also, it is important to consider that, in order to optimally implement animal-assisted activities by professionals and parents of ASD children, appropriate theoretical and practical knowledge of the principles of human-animal interactions and zoonotic risk management are mandatory. These healthy principles addressing the quality of life of both humans and animals are often found under the umbrella of One Health concept, which implies a multidimensional and inter-professional partnership between specialists and beneficiaries of human-animal interactions, in the direction of promoting human and animal well-being [61].
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